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Why Not Have A Green And Rosy Future
It goes without saying that environmentally friendly issues have become an
universal discussion and it has been emphasized severely nowadays. Unfortunately,
the authorities concerned and media try their best to shed light on the importance of
this worldwide issue. To my greatest sorrow, it seems that a majority of the public are
still incapable of paying more attention to these crucial problem which should be
fully noticed, having no awareness to the disaster which could be near at hand,
imaging they can still lead a life without fear forever.
There is no denying that mankind must be the most greedy creature in the
world. If we date back to the beginning of history, from the first existence of human
to the modern life we are leading today, it is not difficult at all to find that human
keep waging war on the mother of the earth. We spare no effort to overcome the
obstacles from our daily life, coming up with a large quantity of brilliant ideas to
make our life much easier. We end up even trying to do harm to our environment,
taking advantage on everything we can make good use of. According to a old and
household story, there is a silly old man gathering his family, taking action to move
the mountain lying in front of his house. We might as well can say that it is a story
with a moral, teaching us. It is valuable to be patient and have better stick to our goal.
On the other hand, it also shows that mankind always be eager to struggle with the
environment bravely. Moreover, it is possible that the more desire human have, them
ore likely we will do harm to our environment.
With the approach of the technology, scientists start to elaborate on the truth
that how worse the situation became. Take all the people by surprise, we always take
all the natural resources for granted, having no idea what have we done for many
centuries. Most importantly, there is no way to wash away our sin or crying for mercy.
Therefore, people star making our effort to protect our environment, sparing no
effort to raise public awareness of this critical issues.
For example, architects make “Green Building” a great hit for architecture
design. Trying to create a new system for decline the electricity or water used in the
building. Additionally, those materials could be recycled and even returned to the
environment, posing no threat to our lovely planet. Much to my happiness,
government and media take methods to hold plenty of great and valuable advertising
and campaign and spreading green issue to everybody, with and eye to making
people understand the importance of environmentally friendly.
All in all, the rescue and the protection of our planet should never be stopped or

ignored. All of the people should get involved it is our obligation to give our offspring
a wonderful world for them to enjoy their life. “ as you bake, so shall you eat” , well
goes and old saying. It is our responsibility to treasure our land where we are
standing at. Once we give the environmentally-friendly issues a cold shoulder or keep
taking advantages of our world to our heart content, we will surely face the reality
and be regret forever.

